CIS RELEASES RISKVIEW™ DISCLOSING SUPPRESSED PUBLIC RECORDS

ALLAMUCHY, NJ (June 14, 2017) – CIS announced RiskView™ Liens & Judgments report from LexisNexis® is now integrated with CIS credit & verification solutions. “RiskView™ Liens & Judgments discloses the civil judgments and tax liens that the national credit bureaus will suppress in July, providing a solution that prevents interruption to our clients’ ability to make confident, informed risk assessment decisions”, said Mike Brown, CIS President & CEO. CIS clients have the option to include RiskView™ Liens & Judgments as an automatic addendum with every credit report or request the report individually on specific applicants (view sample).

RiskView™ Liens & Judgments is a LexisNexis report that contains the public records that Experian, Equifax & TransUnion will no longer report as requirements under the National Consumer Assistance Plan continue to be implemented. The credit bureaus will suppress nearly all (98%+) judgements and the majority (50%+) of tax liens¹ from consumer credit reports because the records do not meet Personal Identifying Information & revalidation standards.

Mike continued, “The public record suppression is a major change to the details included in consumer credit reports. This change had the propensity to significantly impact clients’ risk-assessment procedures; however CIS responded with the RiskView™ Liens & Judgments report, which provides instant access to the same public record information clients have relied on for decades to measure risk and determine ability-to-repay.” LexisNexis® is the industry leader in public record information utilizing superior linking technology that yielded a near perfect (99.75%²) matching accuracy rate for liens & judgments in rigorous studies. “Delivering this report gives CIS clients an accurate, efficient, cost-effective resolution to a change that could potentially result in exposure and buy-back risk,” Mike concluded.

CIS is a nationwide, independent mortgage credit reporting agency. Leading the industry in service, CIS delivers integrated solutions including Credit, Fraud Detection, 4506T/TRV, VOE, VOD, Identity Verification, Property Reports, Background Screening and more. Learn more about CIS solutions.

For information on CIS, visit www.cisinfo.net, email info@cisinfo.net, or call 800.275.7722.
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